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Since 1886 the newly elected Liberal Prime Minister William
Gladstone, adopted the cause and pursued the course of Irish
Home Rule. For four decades in Ulster, this issue dominated the
political landscape. The Irish Unionists, who were mainly found
in the province of Ulster, rejected out of hand anything that
weakened or threatened the union with Britain. The 1905 the
Irish Unionist Council took place in Ulster with the sole purpose
to send a loud and clear message to the Westminster Government that Ulster
was not playing this game of Dublin Rule.
When the Home Rule Bill passed the House of Commons
in 1912 the Unionists who were led by Dublin born K.C.
Edward Carson, took a much more militant position
against a Bill that would, if implemented, break the
Union. (See our articles 1912: the Ulster Solemn League and Covenant
and Larne Gunrunning) The year 1913 saw not only the raising
of the Ulster Volunteer Force, but also the establishment
of the Ulster Provisional Government. The Westminster
Government became very alarmed at the huge and
enthusiastic support for the newly formed U.V.F. which the Unionist leadership
had to cap at one hundred thousand men. By May the Government had banned
the import of arms into
Ireland.
Nonetheless,
twenty five thousand rifles
were landed at Larne along
with three million rounds
of ammunition without
interference
by
the
authorities.
Ulster Protestants fear a Roman Catholic dominated Ireland
and rally in response to the call to defend the Union.
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By 1914 the U.V.F. were armed and later that same year British soldiers stationed
at the Curragh in Ireland, stated that the Army could not be relied upon if the
Westminster Government called on them to coerce Ulster Unionists who were of
course mainly Protestant, into an a Roman Catholic dominated all Ireland.
Alliances were formed. Unionist M.P.’s joined with the Conservatives and Irish
Nationalist M.P.’s joined with the Liberals. The Ulster Covenant had been signed
and the U.V.F. had been armed. Of note
is the often overlooked fact that Irish
Nationalists also armed themselves and
some fifteen thousand rifles found their
way from Germany being landed at
Howth harbour just north of Dublin in
1915. With both sides becoming more
Howth Harbour
and more entrenched, the stage was
being set for a bloody civil war.
The outbreak of World War One in the summer of 1914 appeared to defuse the
issue and take Home Rule off the agenda. However, by early 1916 Irish Volunteers
were openly parading with their rifles on the streets of Dublin.
At the same time the men who were mainly Unionist and especially those from
Ulster were arriving in France on the bloody road to the Somme. This British force
comprised of Ulster men, grew to a significant number in Europe, while back
home in Ireland rebellion was growing.
Militant Nationalists believed that England’s adversity was Ireland’s opportunity.
These militant Nationalists were mostly from two groups; the Irish Citizens Army
and the Irish Republican Brotherhood. The Citizens Army was a Marxist
organization led by James Connolly. The Irish Republican Brotherhood however
was a clandestine revolutionary organization with its roots firmly entrenched in
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the Roman Catholic church in Ireland and a lot of the members came from its
clergy. It was also an oath-bound organization and the oath although secret, read
similar to this:- “In the presence of Almighty God and this my brother, I do swear
that I will suffer my right hand to be cut off from my body and laid at the gaol
(jail) door before I will waylay or betray a brother; and I will persevere and not
spare, from the cradle to the crutch and from the crutch to the cradle, but that I
will not pity the moans and groans of infancy or old age, but that I will wade kneedeep in Orangemen’s blood and do as King James did.”
One of the budding flowers of this poisonous tree, the Irish
Republican Brotherhood, was County Cork man Michael
Collins. He was born in 1890 and at the age of fifteen Collins
left Cork to live in London and work for the Post Office. While
in London he became involved with the Brotherhood as it was
simply called and he became the Branch Treasurer.
For the Ulster Protestant it is worthwhile noting that the Irish Republican
Brotherhood was formed in the south of Ireland at the same time as the Great
Revival was taking place in Ulster. In 1860, while Ulster Protestants were rejoicing
in the God of their salvation following a year when thousands of lives had been
transformed through conviction of sin, the papal wretches in the south of Ireland
were making plans to destroy them. Over the years the I.R.B. grew not only in size
but it became extremely bullish in nature and by the end of 1915 it boasted of
being a standing army. During this time militant nationalists also took control of
the Gaelic League and installed Eoin MacNeill as its President.
When it became established that all the men of fighting age who were loyal to the
British Crown were in France preparing for the Somme, the nationalist STAB IN
THE BACK CAME.
It was Easter Monday the 24th April 1916. The main instigators of this papal plot
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were Arthur Griffith the founder of Sinn Fein,
Thomas James Clarke a leader in the Brotherhood and
Commander in Dublin,
Griffith

Clarke

James Connolly Commander of the Citizen Army and
Patrick Pearse, a school master from the Gaelic League.
Connolly

Pearse

Few people took any notice of the columns of self styled soldiers marching down
Dublin’s O’Connell Street on Easter Monday morning, thinking they simply were
holding an Easter parade. So they were able to move into position without any

opposition, taking over the General Post Office to set up their headquarters. From
the steps in front of the Post Office Patrick Pearse read the proclamation which
declared the establishment of a republic and the constitution of the provisional
government. It must be said that these leaders were largely papal wretches
masquerading as Irish freedom fighters. It is a well established fact of history that
Pope Benedict XV met Irish Catholic Count Plunkett at the Vatican in the early
part of 1916, confirming his blessing on the Irish rebels who were to participate in
the bloody Easter Rising in his Apostolic Benediction.
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Further confirmation as if it was needed that the whole
conspiracy was a papal plot is found in the circumstances
surrounding the Sinn Fein gun-runner and ardent
sodomite Roger Casement. He was an Irish born
Casement
Protestant and former British Diplomat. Having been found guilty of his
involvement in the papal uprising he was condemned to hang and on the morning
of his execution, 8th August 1916 he was received into the harlot church after
being given the so called “last rites”. It was explained to him that no one could be
martyred for Irish freedom unless they were a Roman Catholic. The logic of this
was very simple; the rebellion was to the glory of the papal See and a mighty blow
to the hated British Protestants. The real truth however is that the men who were
actually fighting for Irish freedom were the men who were loyal to the British
Crown and giving their all in the war in Europe.
At the start of the uprising in Dublin there was little support for it. The onlookers
who had listened to Pearse make the declaration on the steps of the Post Office
were largely bewildered. Throughout the whole of Ireland there was no more
than around one thousand people involved in the uprising and most of them did
not really know what they had got involved in.
Militarily the uprising was a mistake and the fighting was confined to the streets
of Dublin; in all it left four hundred and fifty dead and three thousand wounded.
Most of those involved in the bloody uprising were caught and hung. Michael
Collins was later to refer to the whole event as “having an air of a Greek tragedy”.
The major difficulty facing the British as a result of the uprising was that most of
the dead and injured were civilians. The Irish rebels now had what they needed,
an excuse to use the events as a propaganda weapon. While the uprising had
been a military defeat, a vital victory was established and capitalized on in the
propaganda war and support for the rebels mushroomed.
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In the wake of the uprising many of the
Nationalist leaders were arrested and interned
in prison in England. One of those internees
who was later to shape politics in the Republic
of Ireland was Eamon de Velera. He was born
in New York in 1882, the son of a Spanish
Jesuit (download our free mp3 “What is a Jesuit? Rome’s
secret army”) and his mother was Irish. It is
Eamon de Velera
important to note that it as the fact that he
was not considered to be Irish but an American citizen that saved him from the
hangman’s noose. De Velera was returned to Dublin with the last of the internees
in July 1917. When he returned to Ireland he was soon to be elected as a Sinn
Fein M.P. and in the General Election of 1918 Sinn Fein won seventy three of the
eighty six Irish Nationalist seats in Westminster.
The 11th November 1918 saw the end of the Great War and during those four
years of raging war, some thirty five thousand Irishmen were killed in action with
three times as many wounded. Sinn Fein policy was staunchly upheld in that the
Irish M.P.’s elected to Westminster refused to take up their seats and recognize
the authority of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. In January 1919 they
formed the first Dail, or Irish Parliament and boldly declared an independent Irish
Republic. The founder of Sinn Fein Arthur Griffith believed that Irish Nationalists
should emulate the means by which Hungarian nationalists had achieved partial
independence from Austria. There, in 1867, Hungarians had boycotted the
Imperial Parliament in Vienna and had unilaterally established their own
legislature in Budapest. The Austrian government eventually succumbed to the
situation which became known as the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867.
Sinn Fein also however supported achieving separation from Britain by armed
struggle.
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THE ANGLO-IRISH WAR of the Irish War of Independence
The first shots of this Anglo-Irish War were fired shortly after the declaration of
independence at the end of 1919. Two Irish Republican Army volunteers who
were apparently acting without orders (that is difficult to believe as history has shown
the tight control that the IRA leadership has over its members) shot two Royal Irish
Constables dead. The Police became the easy targets of Sinn Fein/IRA. Not much
has changed in a hundred years!
Centre stage and indeed one of the main orchestrators of this new murderous
terror campaign was Michael Collins who was to become the “Heroic Traitor” of
Ireland. Collins was the man who had pushed hard to persuade the Sinn Fein
executive that “there was much to gain from provoking war with the British”. Not
much has changed on this front either in the past hundred years. In 1919 Collins
was promoted to Secretary of State for Murder! He was given leave or indeed
permission, by the rebel cabinet to form the ‘assassination squads’ who were to
murder off duty British soldiers at will. Collins was then made President of the
Supreme Council of the I.R.B. which made him the effective commander of the
newly formed I.R.A.
In June 1919 De Velera travelled to the United States with the implicate purpose
of fund raising. He ended up staying in America for eighteen months. While he
was away Collins was to play a dominant
role in the Irish rebellion that had become
much more militant and bloody. The
British response to the increased violence
was a military one. Martial law was
declared and curfews introduced; to
enforce law and order the “Black and
Tans” were commissioned. These were a
Black and Tans
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force of temporary constables who officially were the Royal Irish Constabulary
Reserve Force. Many veterans of the Great War answered the call to defend
against the I.R.A. There nickname “Black and Tans” arose from the colours of their
improvised uniforms that they initially had to wear which were comprised of
several items from the army and police. These measures however only added fuel
to the fire and it must be said and understood that it was a fire that the rebels
had themselves actually lit. Irish people were now suffering as a result of the
murderous terrorist campaign that the rebels had embarked on. The British were
seen as the oppressors and therefore support for the I.R.A. continued to grow
irrespective of the suffering.

The I.R.A. had what could be called their most visible success in a terrorist attack
in 1921. The Custom House in Dublin was surrounded and set on fire. This
prestigious building was the home of the main British administration not only for
Dublin, but the country as a whole. Despite the building being destroyed by fire,
the Crown forces arrived on time to capture some eighty I.R.A. men – the entire
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Dublin Brigade; many were hung for their crimes. Following the Customs House
raid the I.R.A. were short of weapons and experienced men and indeed the I.R.A.
could well have collapsed had the Crown forces been a bit more determined to
finish the job. At the time Sir Henry Wilson, the head of the British Army told
Lloyd George “Go all out or get out”. Much to the detriment of Irish Protestants,
Lloyd George chose the latter and by 1921 he was vulnerable on a number of
fronts. After the war the nation faced an economic slump and massive
unemployment. He was also under intense pressure from America to pursue
peace in Ireland. The Government of Ireland Act that was passed just a year
earlier had all but guaranteed partition. This Act allowed for two Home Rule
Parliaments, one in Dublin and one in Belfast. The only thing that was lacking in
the Act was the actual details of how this arrangement could happen. For the
purpose of working out the details a truce was called and negotiations began. De
Velera was widely acknowledged as a very skilful negotiator and he organized the
grounds on which talks could take place. The first meetings took place in secrecy
(the same protocol as used for the Anglo-Irish, Belfast and St. Andrews
Agreements) following the Customs House rebel raid. De Velera travelled to
London for the first official contact with Lloyd George and they had a one-on-one
private meeting, the contents of which have never been revealed. Signing the
truce, De Velera who was by now the rebel “Prime Minister” led the Irish
delegation which included Griffith, Stack, Childers, Barton and Plunkett. Indeed
some of those who attended the negotiations were “bodyguards for the
delegation” and were members of the “Squad” which was established by Michael
Collins; this was a murder squad which scoured the country looking for “British
agents and informers” to assassinate. Early in the negotiations De Velera
recognized that the British had neither the power nor will at that time to coerce
the Protestants of Ulster. It also became obvious to De Velera in 1921 that Lloyd
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George would not in any way consider the idea of an Irish Republic; it was only
Dominion status as a “free state” that was being negotiated.
King George V opened the Belfast
Parliament on the 22nd June 1921 and
everyone on the island knew that
history was being made in Ireland. The
negotiations lasted until December
when a treaty was finally signed.
Unfortunately we know only too well in
our own day that when politicians and
terrorists reach agreements they are
never to the well being of ordinary people and so it was in 1921, as Ulster which
should have had nine counties was reduced to a mere six. The reduced Ulster was
to have its own identity; however, despite Ulster seeing its future with a British
connection, the British delegation was firmly on the side of the Irish rebels. Collins
had re-emerged and it was he and Griffith that signed the treaty but not everyone
in Ireland was happy about it. Collins the “Heroic Traitor” was ambushed and
gunned down by his former rebel friends in the I.R.A. when he returned to Cork
on the 22nd August 1922. Later in 1949 the Irish Free State was allowed under the
Ireland Act to become a Republic.
As for Partition in Ireland, let me leave you a quotation which reflects the
thoughts of Jock Purves:- “To-day, Ulster, Northern Ireland, is probably the most
evangelically Christian part of Great Britain. This is the work of God. Had Eire,
Southern Ireland known the gracious change experienced by the rest of Britain at
the Glorious Reformation, the history of our Nation religiously, socially and
politically would have been vastly different and all for the better.
But Rome still has its spreading power among us and mostly from this one source,
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the noxious power that is at one with that of Spain, Portugal and South America. It
does not carry the light of the Reformation and knows no Gospel.
But Ulster is part of God’s answer; for Ulster is a Covenanting triumph. It was
right that Covenanters and Puritans in Ulster should strike the last crushing blows
against Stuart Romanism in Londonderry, Enniskillen and the Boyne. It was in
Ulster that the Godly Covenanters and Puritans settled in their thousands and
moved as they termed it ‘from one bloody land to another’. It is not political
partition only that is in Ireland. It is that between people and people; people with an
open Bible and pure evangelical faith and a power that would draw them back
again into a dense darkness from which there has been a merciful deliverance.
NO SURRENDER became their cry and it has remained that way to this very day
for it is still a Protestant land” and to God be the glory!
Many, especially in this day of compromise and liberalism refuse to believe the
extent of the involvement of Roman Catholicism in the life of the Irish Free State.
Proof as if it was needed, presented itself in Irish newspaper articles in April 2015.
One read “Role of Catholic Church in Easter Rising should be remembered”. The
article read:- “In the minds of many who took part in the Rising, the fight was for
faith as well as fatherland”. A picture showed the ‘most Rev’. Dr Donal McKeown
in 2005 who led relatives of the participants of the 1916 Rising, between a guard
of honour formed by members of the Eastern Brigade at a 1916 commemoration
ceremony in Dublin. The article went on:- “There has been little mention of next
year’s 1916 centenary of the role of the Catholic church in the Easter Rising and in
the shaping of the State which was to emerge just in six years. This should be put
right….The state born from the Rising was a cradle Catholic…. The Rosary was
regularly recited in the GPO. …It would be relevant to highlight the dispatch of
papal count George Plunkett to Rome a fortnight before the Rising to seek the
blessing of Benedict XV… There were 31 Catholic bishops in Ireland of whom only
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seven explicitly condemned the rebels…most of the rest kept cannily quiet before
placing themselves at the head of the national movement which was to arise from
the Dublin rubble. Their presence was to make Republicanism safe for the mass of
the people to embrace….ten percent of the delegates to the first Sinn Fein
convention in April 1917 after the Rising, were priests. A few months later ‘Fr’
Michael Flanagan was elected vice-president of the party. Two other priests were
voted on to the executive. The death of Thomas Ashe on hunger strike in
September 1917 and the clergy’s takeover of the countrywide mourning was
significant for consolidating the church’s ascendancy. Ashe’s funeral procession
through Dublin was led by a detachment of armed volunteers. Behind them came
150 priests walking in solemn formation in their vestments with bishop Fogarty of
Killaloe front and centre and Dublin archbishop Dr William Walsh.” Catholic
priests also read anti-British statements at services. The article concluded with
these words, “…a prominent place must be accorded to the Catholic Bishops”.

We need say no more!
Thank God for the Protestant freedom and liberty of an open Bible
which we have enjoyed in Ulster.
Let us labour to preserve it.
U
L
S
T
E
R
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